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 [BEGIN ] 

 

So, I liked Hans a whole bunch - right from the start.  

 

 And, I decided to tell him stuff - so that he would like me - even 

more. - Now, this was plus - the huggin' and the kissin' that I would 

do to him.  

 

 So, I told him - one day - early on - about "how smart" I was. Or, 

at least, how smart the people at UWGB thought that I was(in1981) 

;and, the people at Starling Junior High School - thought that I was 

( circa 1965). That is, I had done "real good" - on the "astronaut 

testing" programs - which these were prevalent in public schools in 

the sixties; and, the school (i.e. DANA Elementary - Columbus, Ohio) 

had called my Mom to come on in and talk about it. 

 

 So, after - the huggin' - and the kissin' and the talkin' (about 

"how smart I was"); well, Hans - he decided to get me a dress - like 

the ladies - who were MENSA people wore (these kind of dresses). And, 

I pretty much liked the dress.  

 

But, then - there came the day - that I tried to (actually) put it 

on. And, Oh dear - what a mess! I mean - between the two of us [Hans 

& me]- we had me turned every which way - but loose.  

 

But, I tell you my "friends" - persistence - it does pay off! And 

- eventually, we got the dress onto me. However, as it turned out 

- and, we came to see; a dress like this - was never meant for a lady 

- so skinny - and boob-less - as me.  

  

In fact, a dress (like this) was more meant for my sis - of which, 

I had four - and, they all had much more... from the get go - up top 

- and, so... 

 

YES, I have always been "One of them "Gloria Steinem types - with 

14 PhDs and a pair of pathetic cupcake hooters." Well, at least - 

I wanted to be. But, please recall, I was a Mom when I was a teen-ager 

- so, this (14 PhDs) was not possible for me. 

 

  [end ]  
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